OVERVIEW:

Since 2005, CCMR has conducted ten bilateral and eighteen regional mobile maritime security related programs around the world.

Since 2009, CCMR has conducted a global, week-long course entitled “Responses to Maritime Violence.” The course was held biannually (April and September) at CCMR headquarters.

As of December 2014, the course was extended to two weeks and titled “Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security.” In-residence courses are now held in January, April, July, September, and December at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey, California.

CCMR CONCEPT:

- Build capacity in friendly governments through custom-built short courses at three levels
  - Global (Monterey)
  - Regional (Identified by Combatant Commands)
  - Bilateral (all CTFP and IMET countries)
- Emphasize interagency and multinational (preferably regional) approaches
- Use presentations, case-studies, and exercises
- Allow participants to teach other participants
- Partner with other community providers (DIILS, APCSS, USCG, etc)
- CCMR does not conduct tactical-level training; we will refer countries and ODCs to qualified maritime security training providers, e.g., USCG, USN and IMB programs

PRINCIPLES:

Every government faces similar maritime security challenges – but:

- Each country has its own unique history, laws, culture, threats, resource endowment, and political climate that it must operate in.
- US model works for the US; not a model for others
- Education is the key to developing civilian officials and military officers capable of collective action against maritime challenges.
- Participants must think about what will work in their countries and share their experiences and ideas with others.
CCMR APPROACH

• Marketplace of ideas
• Theory and Practice
• Challenges and Opportunities
• Honest Self-Assessment of Capabilities and Weaknesses
• ‘Intellectual Interoperability’ with Partners and Colleagues

OTHER MARITIME SECURITY TOPICS

Trends in Maritime Economic Security
Maritime Infrastructure
Roles, Responsibilities & Concerns Of The Commercial Sector
The Pros And Cons of Using Private Security Organizations To Safeguard Vessels
Accessing Weather Prediction Resources for Maritime Operations
Joint Interagency Task Force South
Singapore’s Information Fusion Centre
Australia’s Border Protection Command

Detailed Case Studies: Hurricane Katrina, Sewol Ferry Disaster, WWII-era Australian Coastwatchers

MARITIME COURSE OFFERINGS

IN-RESIDENCE (Monterey, CA)

Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security
Two-week course conducted 5x annually (MASL: P179548).
- Global: April, September, December
- Africa Regional: January
- Asia-Pacific Regional: July

Follows CCMR’s two-week “Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism” course (MASL: P179018) in April, July, & September.
- Participants can attend both (P179548 & P179018) for only additional cost of tuition, lodging, and per diem.

Civil-Military Approaches to Building Maritime Domain Awareness Capabilities

Offered on demand as a one-week, custom-designed course in a bilateral (MASL: P319178) or regional (MASL: 279178) capacity.

Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism: Maritime Security

Offered on demand as a one-week, custom-designed course to specifically CTFP/IMET countries (MASL: P309144). This program is designed to assist participating officials make better decisions about how their governments fight maritime terrorism.

Civil-Military Approaches to Building Maritime Domain Awareness Capabilities

Offered on demand as a one-week, custom-designed course in a bilateral (MASL: P319177) or regional capacity (MASL: P279177). The course addresses topics in support of

- properly monitoring a nation’s maritime domain
- detecting threats to a nation’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) territorial seas and navigable inland waterways.

Costs: bilateral $50-75K, regional $125-175K

MOBILE

Civil-Military Approaches to Maritime Security

Offered on-demand as a one-week, custom-designed course in a bilateral (MASL: P319178) or regional (MASL: 279178) capacity.

Civil-Military Approaches to Building Maritime Domain Awareness Capabilities

Offered on demand as a one-week, custom-designed course in a bilateral (MASL: P319177) or regional capacity (MASL: P279177). The course addresses topics in support of

- properly monitoring a nation’s maritime domain
- detecting threats to a nation’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) territorial seas and navigable inland waterways.

Costs: bilateral $50-75K, regional $125-175K
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